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Development of Commercial Use Agreement for GPC 

o Interested in engagement from patients, stakeholders, PIs, etc. 
o Want to let you know what we’ve gone through in terms of investigation of this and 

what we’ve arrived at after talking with all individuals 
o Deandra, Russ, Xiaofan and Tamara (UMKC) have been working on data sharing 

agreement and working with legal and a number of entities to find something of use 
o For context, individual sites that are members of GPC sign an agreement that allows 

them to share data amongst themselves.  There are a number of conditions and terms 
as a collaborative and that agreement is based on non-profit research and data sharing. 

o GPC is being approached by a number of different entities we are looking to expand the 
agreement slightly in terms of being able to engage in entities that are non-profit.   

o Being part of GPC, many of us have seen studies coming from Duke that are with a type 
of pharma company.  They will ask for the data in a limited sort of fashion so what we’re 
looking at doing is going ahead and investigating our current DSA and talking with other 
entities that are currently providing analytical sorts of data and developing our own 
rules of engagement and then being able to engage with a commercial entity.   

o This session is to talk about what we’ve found out as we’ve talked with Duke, the 
research institute, other clinical research networks, as well as talking with MU and MU 
legal in the context of our current GPC DSA and look at what types of things that we can 
and cannot do, what can be done, what we want to potentially propose for types of 
engagement that might make sense at this point in time for the network overall.   

§ As we talk through our different conditions and cases these different companies 
operate in different ways.  PRECISIONheor approached us almost as a broker – 
they were working directly with a pharma company asking us for information 



versus a situation where the University of Utah has come to us with (very 
limited scope activity and the data and info stays with Univ. of Utah)  

§ We now have a roadmap  
§ Optional to sites for which they participate in 

o Duke (their current model) 
§ They leverage the current PCORnet DSA (no commercial restrictions) instead of 

having their own 
§ Limit the nature of studies by requiring an internal investigator – this means 

there must be an investigator that runs the study at Duke. From a GPC 
perspective, we have qualifications in our DSA they are an affiliate investigator 
or a qualified faculty member.  This individual needs to be associated with non-
profit and running the study 

§ Aggregated results provided to the company 
§ No line-item data to commercial entities 
§ Do not engage in 3rd party relationships (data brokers) 
§ We appreciate their openness in terms of how they approach their engagement 

with commercial entities. 
o Background – Other CRN & GPC Status 

§ Had conversations with STAR and PaTH on what their approach is 
§ STAR – uses Prime’s contract (this means one of their campuses – if investigator 

out of Chapel Hill was running it out of Chapel Hill then they choose the 
language) and data use language 

• Has DSA for sharing aggregate data with industry 
§ PaTH 

• Speciifc language ala GPC 
• Only returns aggregate results 

§ GPC Key Action Items with legal 
• NDA (non-disclosure agreement) 

o Makes it so individuals can’t share information. May be 2- or 3-
party agreement depending on who the lead site is. For 
example, in discussion with Utah we’ve looked at 3 party where 
MU, Utah, and GPC Central all executing the agreement. 

• Define Qualified Faculty Member and Affiliate Institution 
o Our GPC DSA currently has this language. Must be with some 

sort of non-profit institution.   
• Data Transfer and Use Agreement Redlined 

o In looking at GPC DSA (had meeting with legal last Thursday) 
they believe this is a robust agreement and it handles many 
different cases and info.  They saw potential changes with the 
data transfer and usage agreement.   

o Would need to clarify and call out that any work done under 
this agreement is for a commercial entity because there’s a 
clause in there that says, “without expressed consent for 



commercial use.”  So, we must call out in this agreement that 
this study is a commercial use type study.  

• External Institution Collaborator Agreement 
o The other area we could see changes, and we’ve not moved to 

looking at this, is in our external institution collaborator 
agreement. This agreement allows us to collaborate with 
entities outside of GPC (other academic institutions).  Our focus 
(pilot) review case is that with Utah that doesn’t necessarily 
come into play right now and what slight types of modifications 
may need to be made with this. 

§ General Operating Requirements 
• Lead site executes an NDA with the commercial entity 
• Require a GPC investigator to lead any project as a qualified faculty 

member 
• No line-item data shared with commercial partners 
• No “third party” relationships would be allowed so that all participants 

are identified  
• Caroline Hoedemaker: For a retrospective study – specified by medical 

record identifier, can a specific set be pulled?  Even if reported in 
aggregate, and how would that work be funded? 

§ Commercial Use Cases 
• Aggregate or De-identified data maintained at lead site 

o Meet general operating requirements 
o Lead sites facilitate query development and customization 
o DROC request submitted noting commercial engagement 
o CASE A: Sites return aggregate results to lead GPC site 
o CASE B: Sites return de-identified data to lead GPC site 

• Commercial company working in cooperation with GPC investigator at 
any GPC site  

o (See slides) 
• EICA (external institution collaborator agreement) – this agreement 

allows someone outside of GPC. Would need addendum where we’d 
allow people to consent or opt into the project with commercial entity.   

o Kim: Is there money tied to opting in?  
§ Deandra: Yes, funds could come to us if we at MU and 

distribute through subawards or funds could come 
straight from commercial entity. 

§ Kim: Based on those who opt in? 
§ Russ: Yes. If Utah wanted to do some programming, 

then Pfizer would do an EICA to work with GPC. Want to 
pick someone who would work a lot with GPC so it 
would be worth it. Would we be comfortable doing 
business with ___ in the future? If so, then do the EICA. 



Then, subsequently, projects may come in and each 
would be run from a qualified investigator  

• DTUA attachment 1 and 2 are modified for commercial engagement 
• They would have to sign the EICA and we’d have to run it through the 

internal investigator 
• Caroline is new PAC member at Nebraska. Working with CHOP but 

receiving data (in convo – do we need to expand study sites in phase II?) 
Current study only at CHOP (Children’s hospital of Philadelphia) 

o “I can see where that could be possible – and specifically where 
we have a specific subset – that could be deidentified” 

o One of the things we’ve done in consent process is where we’ve 
put that the patients can agree that we can reach out to them in 
the future so then we get their EMR and contact info. 2 years 
later we want to be able to link back into registry – can we 
specifically use the same data and look at outcomes later and 
do retrospective.  

o We have two databases that are maintained. One deidentified 
and standard.  The other database has PHI so we can pull in 2 
years if patients consent (after close of project) 

o Russ: The data in second case is consented and contact 
information resides at neonor and deidentified is also at 
neonor? 

o Caroline: Yes, in controlled databases. This is a little unusual for 
industry.  It was a situation where we see real strong clinical 
data and the need to reach out 3-4 years from now on how 
these kids are doing. 

• NINR = National Institute of Nursing Research 
• 3rd use case: Commercial seat on GROUSE 

o Would need to work with GPC GROUSE expert 
o Meet general op. req. 
o Commercial entity would have to sign EICA 
o Addendum to GPC EICA allow sites to consent or opt in 
o DTUA attach 1 and 2 modified for commercial use 
o Ruffed GROUSE only (exclude CMS data) 

§ Budget considerations 
• Include increased infrastructure cost recovery fee (example 25%) 
• Include flat industry data use fee (example $15k) 
• Other cost considerations? 
• PCORnet Query Pricing Model 

o Leverage PCORnet query pricing model, when completed 
o Industry pricing is typically 20-30% higher than academic pricing 

§ More funding available 
§ Tighter delivery timelines 



• Caroline: Industry pricing – I hope in the future you will look at what the 
industry is.  Pfizer etc. is diff. from a startup company, and the start up 
most likely needs it more. $15k fee for a startup is high – would be nice 
to have a per pull, or per collaboration, or within a grant type pricing 

• Kim: strong emotions from patient partners on anything to do with 
pharma – need to discuss with patient engagement advisory board. 
Wants Rapid Pace session as a fundamental requirement.  

 

Questions 

 Jeff Ordway: How much do we anticipate having these commercial use projects as part of the future use 
of the GPC data? 

• Deandra: not sure. We’ve had some interest where we’ve said we’re not even ready and 
basically from the precisionheor example, we said we don’t even have a commercial use 
agreement in place. 

• Russ:  Just to ballpark, less than 25% but all lead outside GPC. Might see 25% but might depend 
on (didn’t catch this) 

Caroline Hoedemaker: Has the GPC data been collected to permit commercial use? 

• Deandra: if we have expressed specific identification of companies that may want to use it, it 
doesn’t preclude us from not being able to use it. 

• Russ: The data is derived from academic medical centers - majority of PCORnet institutions 
permit commercial use 

Carol Geary: when you say ‘we’ it’s a little bit blurry because your inventor and one of your founders is 
also a faculty member. So, my question, is who is we?   

• Caroline: Neonor can reach back out.  We would first reach out through CHOP if that could be 
successful.  

Brad Taylor (MCW): So, as I am hearing this, we are aligning with the other networks and ONLY 
providing aggregate data for commercial projects, correct? 

• Russ: Correct, baby steps.  May allow visibility into data but not get a data set outside of GPC. 
Can get results of report but don’t want to ship a data set.  

• Deandra: Some sites may not feel comfortable participating, so we will start with lowest lift type 
of case and go from there as we get more interest. 

 

 

 

 


